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Degree of difficulty
Instruction CUSHION COVER



 Size of the cushion

 Cutting

 Materials from Gütermann In addition Tools

 Q Sew-all thread in a matching colour
 Q Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,                                    
collection NATURAL BEAUTY :

 Q 0.55 m dandelion pattern in natural white 
and dark blue

 Q 0.45 m PURE COLOURS in medium blue 
(col. 75)

 Q Cushion filling 50 cm x 50 cm  Q Sewing machine
 Q Iron
 Q Scissors
 Q Pins
 Q Fabric highlighter
 Q Sewing ruler
 Q Tape measure

 Q Front side 1x 48 cm x 48 cm
 Q Back side 2x 38 cm x 48 cm each

Instruction CUSHION COVER

 Q 48 cm x 48 cm

Cut all pieces with a seam allowance of 1 cm.



1. Turn down the fabric edge at a width of 1 cm on an edge with a length 
of 48 cm (+ seam allowances = 50 cm) of one cushion back side. Iron the 
edge, then turn it down again at 1 cm, fix with pins and iron. Stitch the hem 
close to the edge and iron again.
 

2. Proceed in the same way for the second half of the back side.

3. Place the back sides on top of each other wrong side on right side, pro-
ducing a square with the outer edges of 50 cm x 50 cm. Fix the parts of the 
back side using pins or possibly stitch them.

4. Now place the front side on the back side, right sides together, the outer 
edges lying on top of each other congruently. Fix the outer edges all-round 
using pins. Stitch the seam along the outer fabric edge at a width of 1 cm, 
securing the start and end of the seam with backstitches. Iron the seamline.
 



www.guetermann.com 

5. Trim the seam allowances along the outer edges altogether. Remove the 
stitching threads or pins from the back sides that are lying on top of each 
other. Turn the cushion through the flap closure. Shape the corners and outer 
edges and iron again. Insert the cushion filling.
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Pattern pieces for cushions with flap closure
Cushion front face 1x: width x height + 1 cm seam allowance
Reverse side a and b, 2x:
½ of the cushion front face + 10-15 cm x height + 1 cm seam allowance


